**Cool Kidz Stuff**

On Friday we went to the Altina Wildlife Park. We went on the bus and it took two hours. When we got there we saw a duck, an emu, giraffes and hyenas. The hyenas were my favourite.

*Tom Cochrane (Year 1)*

---

Once there were two kittens, their names were Super Ozzie and Super Whiskers. They were brave little kittens. They saved other cats and kittens.

*By Bella Lewis (Year 1)*

---

On the weekend I like going to the Waring Gardens and looking at all the beautiful gardens and feeding the ducks’ bread.

*By Holly Amor (Year 1)*

---

Last Friday, I made pizza. I got to eat the pizza and it tasted good with cheese and tomato sauce. Miss Wing has great recipes.

*By Will King (Year 1)*

---

My Aunty has a pet bat! She is so weird. When she cleans the kitchen, she gets her witch costume on and rides the broom with the tail on the floor to sweep! The thing that is even weirder is that she has spider web curtains!

*By Rosie North (Year 2)*

---

On Friday I went to a park and saw a horse and a giraffe. I saw a buffalo and it was named Big Daddy.

*Storm Duggan*
Hi kids!
See if you can do the fun things on these pages. When you are finished write your name here and pop this sheet into Croc’s Box.

MUSIC   KID   SICK   DANCE   EAT

WORD LIST
MUSIC KID SICK DANCE EAT

Super Find-A-Word

Spot the Difference
There are 5 things different in the 2 pictures. Find them and colour them.

Colouring In